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ABSTRACT

Analyzing biomedi al data { e.g. from the brain {
we en ounter fundamental problems that lie largely
in the elds of signal pro essing and ma hine learning. The urrent paper presents at rst a method
to deal with non-stationary signals, subsequently the
signal pro essing te hnique of independent omponent
analysis (ICA) is reviewed. We use EEG re ordings of
ontinuous auditory per eption as illustration for the
dis ussed algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION

De-noising and artifa t removal of biomedi al data,
e.g. brain signals is essential for providing a sound basis for neurophysiologi al model building. Brain data is
inherently very noisy { te hni al noise sour es, e.g. sensor noise, and biologi al noise sour es, e.g. heart beat
or eye blinks, interfere. So the ma hine learning and
signal pro essing ommunity fa es an ex iting hallenge and testbed to apply state-of-the-art te hniques
for proje tion, predi tion, lassi ation, artifa t redu tion and de-noising, and to further develop them.
The following se tions give short overviews about
typi al problems and hallenges that are en ountered
during the analysis of biomedi al data. One EEG data
set of ontinuous auditory per eption (des ribed in se tion 1.1) serves as \red thread" to demonstrate the
use of the data analysis te hniques. Se tion 2 deals
with the problem of treating non-stationary data under the assumption that it originates from a multimodal swit hing or drifting dynami al system (very
mu h in the spirit of [15, 23℄). We show an unsupervised segmentation of single EEG hannels into dynami al modes that orresponds to an external stimulus.
The subsequent se tion uses the same EEG, but now
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ods for artifa t removal. The nal se tion dis usses and
points out open problems and future hallenges.
1.1. An Example EEG Data Set

The EEG data used throughout the paper onsists of 23
hannels (ele trodes pla ed at prominent positions in
the 10/20 system) sampled at 1000 Hz. It was re orded
with a Neuros an devi e. The subje t was in a resting
position in an arm hair and had his eyes losed during the whole measurement session of approximately
11 minutes. The room in whi h the experiment took
pla e is not soundproof and the subje t was positioned
in about 2 meters distan e from the ele troni devi es
for the re ording of the EEG data.
We played an auditory stimulus based on the rst
eight bars of the variation 30 (quodlibet) of Ba h's
so alled Goldberg Variations (interpreted by Glenn
Gould, 1981). The stimulus onsists rst of an enlarged
period of silen e (90 se onds) followed by 10 alternating
se tions of musi and silen e of the same length ( 26
se onds). The subje t heard the musi biaurally (but
monophoni ally) over earphones from a battery driven
dis man. An envelope of the musi was syn hronously
fed into the 24-th hannel of the EEG head box for
referen e.
2. NON-STATIONARITY AND
SEGMENTATION

For a better understanding of a biologi al system it is
desirable to learn about the dynami s of the measured
signal omponents. A useful way of des ription of su h
time-series is to predi t them and therefore onstru t
a model of their dynami s. Typi ally, biomedi al data
has strong intrinsi non-stationarities. In su h ases
(see e.g. [15℄), it is very helpful to rst resolve the nonstationarities by a segmentation into stationary parts
and then to identify the dynami al system inherent to
the data. Among other te hniques (see [15℄ for referen es) the ACE algorithm has shown to be a parti ular powerful data analysis te hnique, if the data is

not purely noise driven but ontains some deterministi
omponents.

[15℄. This result, however, is not surprising, sin e the
EEG is a very omplex signal.

2.1. The ACE Framework

2.3. Results

In the following, we brie y outline the Annealed Competition of Experts (ACE) method (see [15, 23℄ for a
detailed des ription). ACE is a framework for the analysis of time series from swit hing or drifting dynami s,
in whi h adaptive predi tion experts spe ialize on the
dynami s of individual operating modes hidden in the
data. An ensemble of experts fi , i = 1; :::; N , is trained
in order to maximize the likelihood L that the ensemble
might have generated a given time series. This is a omplished by using a gradient method ( f. [15℄). The
derivative of the log-likelihood with respe t to the output of an expert is given by

To give an example, we applied ACE to the EEG re ording from se tion 1.1. The idea was to nd stru ture in
EEG that orresponds to the two phases. For EEG
position Cz, the result of ACE is depi ted in Fig. 1.
The data re orded from Cz was rst subsampled from
1 kHz to 100 Hz and then the rst-order di eren es
were taken as training data. As predi tors we used 8
radial basis fun tion (RBF) networks with 6 Gaussian
basis fun tions. The embedding dimension was d = 4
and the time lag  = 2 ( f. [15℄). The resulting ACE
segmentation ni ely orresponds to the phases of musi
and silen e (Fig. 1). Note that the segmentation was
done purely data driven: only a single hannel of unlabeled EEG data and not the musi signal was given
for training the experts.
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where y is a data point to be predi ted and is a
s aling fa tor whi h ontrols the degree of ompetition
between the experts. Eq. (1) is a spe ial ase of the
well-known mixtures of experts approa h [12℄, in so far
as the input-gating network is simply omitted. This
is be ause the ACE method aims to identify operating modes also in ases where the urrent input to the
ensemble is not suÆ ient to distinguish between different modes. Instead of sele ting an expert based on
the input, ACE uses a moving average of the expert's
predi tion errors as sele tion riterion. In this way,
memory is introdu ed into the expert sele tion s heme
to exploit the low mode swit hing frequen y ompared
to the sampling rate (see [15, 23℄ for details).
2.2. Limits and Problems

An assumption of the ACE framework is that mode
hanges o ur infrequent, i.e. between two mode hanges
the dynami s is expe ted to operate more or less stationary in one mode for a ertain number of time steps.
A se ond prerequisite is that the individual dynami s
an be modeled to some extent by a time-invariant
mapping of past data points to future data points.
Thus, it requires some fun tional dependen e in the
data. In the ase of EEG data, the ACE experts typi ally still have a large predi tion error after training.
Although the performan e is better than just predi ting the global or lo al mean, the EEG dynami s an
not be re onstru ted by means of iterated predi tion.
We found that the predi tors trained on EEG an only
be used to dis riminate between di erent modes, but
they do not apture the individual dynami s properly

3. ICA PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Blind sour e separation (BSS) methods have been su essfully applied for a variety of problems (see e.g. [1,
10, 3, 5, 18, 20, 27, 29, 30℄). The sour e separation
problem is stated as follows. Consider M unknown
sour es that generate M statisti ally independent time
series si (t) i = 1; :::; M , t = 1; :::; T that are spatially
un orrelated but have a `non-delta' temporal auto orrelation
fun tion. A sensor array onsisting of M sensors xj (t)
measures a stationary linear superposition
xj (t) =

X
i

Aji si (t)

(2)

(in matrix notation x(t) = As(t)). The goal is to identify A in this model and to blindly re onstru t s(t)
given only x(t). This de omposition approa h is suited
for the analysis of multi hannel re ordings of brain signals, like EEG or MEG, and an be used for postpro essing of the measured data. The spatial stru ture of the re orded magneti /ele tri elds is ondensated in the olumns of the mixing matrix A and the
temporal information is preserved in the omponents
si (t). The most appealing advantage is { as in the previous se tion { the unsupervised ("blind") fun tioning
of this method, i.e. no referen e or template signals are
needed.
Although many algorithms [1, 3, 13, 16, 10℄ utilize
higher-order statisti s to exploit the non-Gaussian distribution of the sour es to a hieve a separation, a deomposition of neuro-physiologi al signals relying on
se ond-order statisti s only was shown to be useful
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Figure 1: Segmentation of EEG data re orded from a human subje t during alternating phases of musi and silen e
(signal STIM). The resulting ACE segmentation into dynami al modes, given only the unlabeled EEG data, ni ely
orresponds to the two phases. Note, however, that the rst and third transition towards predi tion expert 8
(net 8) are 6 resp. 12 s before the next musi interval starts, whi h might be attributed to the varying attention in
the experiment.
[30, 28℄. The su ess of the se ond-order approa h is
owed mainly to the fa t that neuro-physiologi al signals
possess an inherent time stru ture.
The advantage of se ond-order methods is their omputational simpli ity and eÆ ien y. They are also more
robust against outliers and for a reliable estimate of
ovarian es only omparably few samples are needed.
In the following we give a detailed des ription of one
parti ular implementation of a se ond-order BSS algorithm.
Let us re all that for mutual independent signals
the ross- orrelation fun tion vanishes. If the signals
have a temporal stru ture resulting in a non-delta autoorrelation fun tion we an de ne so alled time-delayed
orrelation matri es R (s), whi h should be in diagonal
form. This knowledge is used to al ulate the unknown
mixing matrix in Eq. (2) as follows. Let us onsider
time-lagged orrelation matri es of the form
2 
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where x ;x ( ) = hxi (t)xj (t  )i denotes the respe tive auto- or ross- orrelation fun tions.
Sin e the mixing model in Eq. (2) is just a linear
transformation we an substitute x(t) by As(t) and
get:
R (x) = hx(t)xT (t  )i
= hAs(t) (As(t  ))T i
= AR (s) AT :
(3)
Obviously, the temporal de- orrelation algorithm an
be used su essfully only if the signals have non-identi al
n
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spe tra i.e. distin tive auto orrelation fun tions, sin e
otherwise the eigenvalues would be degenerate. Hen e
the quality of the signal separation depends strongly
on the very hoi e of  , therefore it is better to try to
diagonalize a larger set fR (x)g of delayed orrelation
matri es simultaneously [29℄. To a hieve an approximate simultaneous diagonalization of several matri es
one pro eeds in two steps: (1) whitening and (2) a number of Ja obi rotations1 [5, 11℄. First a whitening transformation W = R(x2) = (V  VT ) 21 = V  21 VT
a hieves a white basis z(t) = W x(t) on a unit sphere
[8℄. The remaining set of time delayed orrelation matri es R (z) an be diagonalized subsequently by a unique orthogonal transformation Q, sin e in the white
basis all degrees of freedom left are rotations [5℄. For
several matri es, that share a ommon Eigen-stru ture,
a Ja obi-like algorithm proposed by Cardoso an be
used to nd a satisfying solution [11, 6℄. The basi
idea is that one an approximate the rotation matrix
Q by a sequen e of elementary rotations Qk (k ) in a
two dimensional subspa e ea h trying to minimize the
o -diagonal elements
min

X

;i6=j

j(R )ij j

of the respe tive R (z) matri es, where the rotation angle k an be al ulated in losed form (see [6℄ for
details). The nal rotation, whi h diagonalizes R (z)
up to aQ ertain level of a ura y, is then obtained by
Q =
k Qk (k ): Con atenation of both transforms
(whitening W and rotation Q) yields an estimate of
the mixing matrix A^ = W 1 Q; whi h has to be inverted to get the demixing matrix W = A^ 1 of our

TDSEP algorithm [29℄. Further se ond order sour e
separation algorithms are e.g. [20, 26, 14, 4℄.

ertheless se ond-order algorithms are more robust against
outliers.

3.1. Limits and Problems

3.2. Results

While using ICA (or other proje tion) algorithms one
has to be aware of their assumptions (see above), general limits and diÆ ulties and we will give a he klist
of those possible problems in the following.
(a) A parti ularly hard pra ti al problem is the
availability of only few data points in ombination with
a high-dimensional sensor input, the latter being a problem of omputational omplexity that an be over ome
by e.g. TDSEP or Fast ICA algorithms [10℄, while the
former is a ubiquitous systemati statisti al problem
(\ urse of dimensionality").
(b) Channel noise is potentially a rather serious
harm to ICA algorithms as it e e tively doubles the
number of independent sour es. Often, however, the
appli ation problem allows to onstru t an approximate noise model and proje tions to signal spa es orthogonal to the noise spa e an be performed [21, 9℄.
( ) A further diÆ ulty omes from the independen e assumption: any proje tion algorithm an only
retrieve and denoise signals within the subspa e of the
linear spa e of all omponents that we de ne by ertain a priori assumptions. Generally speaking in data
analysis we are always interested in nding a proper
basis that is des ribing the relevant hara teristi s of
the data. So we aim for a linear omponent analysis
(generative model) where the omponents (latent variables) are meaningful with respe t to the appli ation in
mind [2℄. An orthogonality assumption leads to prinipal omponent analysis (PCA), positivity onstraints
on the linear de omposition yields non-negative matrix
fa torization [17℄, orthogonality in some feature spa e
gives rise to non-linear PCA ( f. [25℄) and enfor ing
mutual independen e of the omponents de nes ICA.
(d) The number of sour es that an be unmixed has
to be assumed to be smaller or equal than the number of sensors. However, in biomedi al measurements
a multitude of mi ros opi sour es ontributes to the
re orded signal. How these sour es an be ollapsed
into fewer ma ros opi sour es depends on the parti ular biologi al system under study.
(e) The mixing model as de ned in Eq.(2) might
be too simple-minded and models that in lude noise
terms (see dis ussion above) or ope with onvolutive
(e.g. EMG) or even non-linear mixtures would be more
appropriate. For MEG/EEG re ordings a linear model
is suÆ ient, due to the linearly superimposing magneti /ele tri elds.
(f) Outliers an strongly de rease the performan e
of ICA algorithms involving higher-order statisti s, nev-

To apply ICA algorithms to this data we have to make
sure that the riteria of the he klist from se tion 3.1
are ful lled. The riterion (a) is easy to meet sin e
we have 23 hannels and abundant data points per
hannel. Additive hannel noise (b) is an issue due to
the general experimental set-up of an EEG in a nonshielded environment. Our assumption of temporal
de orrelation/independen e and a linear mixing model
( ) holds as we are looking for signals with high temporal stru ture. Also the number of sour es (d) has
to be less than the number of sensors. Even though
the exa t number of sour es is unknown, at least the
eigenvalue spe trum of the ovarian e matrix de ayed
rapidly. Finally, as we see from the o asional spikes
in various hannels, outliers (f) an pose a problem in
this data set.
The spe tra of the EEG data set all look rather
similar (strong rhythm, weaker rhythm and 50 Hz
noise) with but subtly di erent mixtures of the rhythms.
A de omposition seems therefore promising.
We applied TDSEP ( = f0; : : : ; 50g) to the EEG
hannels resulting in 23 (approximately) independent
omponents. Fig. 2 shows three sele ted omponents to
demonstrate the de omposition properties of the ICA
approa h: IC 1 in Fig. 2(a) an be learly per eived as
artifa t as it onsists mainly of a 50 Hz power line interferen e. Fig. 2(b) depi ts omponent IC 12 with strong
-rhythm (and omparably weak ontribution), while
the omponent IC 17 in Fig. 2( ) is largely dominated. Note that this physiologi ally useful de omposition was found in an unsupervised manner. Other
omponents have mostly rather at and unstru tured
spe tra.
Further information is ontained in the demixing
matrix W omputed by the ICA algorithm. For ea h
omponent, say the j th, the orresponding unmixing
row wj = (Wj1 ; : : : ; WjM ) is the weighting of the sensor data. Sin e the sensors have xed known positions
on the head, we an ompute the a tivity of the orresponding (latent) sour e on the s ull surfa e. Further
physiologi al reasoning goes beyond the s ope of this
ontribution.
4. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

By means of a standard EEG re ording we demonstrated the use of two interesting de omposition te hniques. ACE an distinguish between two dynami al
modes (musi vs. silen e) using a single, highly noisy
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Figure 2: Spe tra of sele ted independent omponents (see text).
EEG hannel as input. The TDSEP sour e separation approa h { here we reviewed a parti ular blind
sour e separation approa h out of many other possible ones (e.g. [1, 3, 13, 16, 10, 7, 2, 24℄), onstru ted a
linear proje tion from mixed multi- hannel EEG data
by enfor ing temporal independen e using only se ond
order statisti s. This proje tion te hnique gives a useful de omposition into artifa ts (e.g. 50Hz noise) and
several omponents that represent typi al EEG bands
(e.g. ; a tivity). The de ompositions (segments,
ICA omponents) obtained an then serve as a basis
for neuro-physiologi al model building, whi h might
involve further steps as for example: sour e lo alization, identi ation or a detailed mathemati al modeling e.g. in terms of di erential equations. Our emphasis
in this overview paper was to dis uss general problems
(interesting to the signal pro essing ommunity) that
are en ountered in su h a typi al biomedi al data analysis set-up rather than to provide new algorithms or
detailed neuro-physiologi al insights.
So far segmentation algorithms like ACE had their
strength in o -line data analysis. Further resear h is
required to obtain on-line segmentation algorithms. A
ombination of ACE and ICA te hniques to a multihannel framework appears promising.
Clearly, future dire tions for the ICA methodology have to onsider the pra ti al ases where strong
noise is present or a-priori knowledge is available [22℄,
or where the underlying omponents might have hidden dependen ies that do not mat h the standard ICA
model assumptions or the limits dis ussed in se tion
3.1. In the ontext of using prior knowledge, in parti ular a ombination of beam-forming and ICA methods
seems auspi ious. Furthermore, it would be interesting
to see in a biomedi al ontext whether nonlinear ICA
models [19℄ provide useful de ompositions beyond the
linear ones.
From the biomedi al point of view it is highly im-

portant to nd a measure that allows to assess the reliability of a de omposition result.
5.
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